The Iranian Talmud Reading The Bavli In Its Sasanian
Context
the iranian talmud - muse.jhu - the iranian talmud shai secunda published by university of pennsylvania
press secunda, shai. the iranian talmud: reading the bavli in its sasanian context. the iranian talmud muse.jhu - reading the talmud in its iranian context l. p. hartley’s oft-cited epigraph about the foreignness of
the past has in itself become a kind of purloined letter, invisible on account of its very ubiquity. this is a
problem even when the historical period under consideration is well attested, yet it presents an even greater
the talmud in its iranian context: an international ... - the talmud in its iranian contextan international
conference, may 6–7, 2007 e additional information the lecture is free. advance registration is required. to
rsvp, please email the center at cjsrsvp@humnet.ucla or call the rsvp line at (310) 267-5327. “the talmud in
its iranian context” - avesta - “the talmud in its iranian context” a book review by dr. kersey h. antia orland
park, illinois cholars have hitherto played a negligible role in exploring the contribution of zoroastrian iran
toward the cultural shaping of jews living within its orbit, though they have done a great spade work in the the
sources and methods of talmudic and iranian studies - sources and methods of talmudic and iranian
studies 9 more recent scholarship has begun to call into question some of the basic premises upon which
stammaitic theory are based. in a 2014 monograph entitled tradition and the formation of the talmud, moulie
vidas proposes that the layered persia in light of the babylonian talmud - * this article is a revised version
of the lecture delivered at the conference, talmud in its iranian context, ucla, los angeles, may 6-7, 2007, but
includes additional material, partic-ularly the section on the bidaxš. my deep thanks to the participants and the
audience at the conference. “this is the law of the persians” – an allusion to the ... - in his recent book
on the iranian elements in the babylonian talmud, shai secunda examines an elaborate passage at the end of
tractate bava bathra4 referring to “per-sian law” in the context of a rabbinic discussion dealing with a problem
of surety.5 the larger context, in which he places this discussion, is the question, whether it is ... iran is closer
than you think limmud - valleybeitmidrash - iran is closer than you think: the “iranian” talmud [1] t.
erdbrink, “iran’s vice president makes anti-semitic speech at forum,” ny times 6.26.12 tehran — iran’s vice
president delivered a baldly anti-semitic speech on tuesday at an international antidrug conference david
winston in - the hebrew university - david winston the iranian component in the bible, apocrypha, and
qumran: a review of the evidence introduction in attempting to assess the iranian elements in jewish thought
one is initially struck by the jewish hellenistic tendency to annex the sages of ancient culture. moses, for
example, was identified welcome to pesach 5778, seventh & eighth days at anshe ... - jerusalem. his
research focuses on the talmud and its iranian context, and judaism and its interactions with other traditions.
dr. secunda is the author of “the iranian talmud,” and he writes on jewish and israeli culture for the jewish
review of ooks. friday night dinner, ô: ð pm at milt’s q ( í n. roadway) "jews on the ig screen: reviews of the
enoch seminar 2017.02 - reviews of the enoch seminar 2017.02.03 amram tropper, rewriting ancient jewish
history: ... talmud periods and subsequently in suggesting new ... iranian world. the author is absolutely
correct. it is hard to understand, though, what is new about welcome to shabbat parshat tazria-metzora
announements at ... - talmud and its iranian context, and judaism and its interactions with other traditions.
dr. secunda is the author of “the iranian talmud,” and he writes on jewish and israeli culture for the jewish
review of ooks. friday night dinner, 8:45 pm at milt’s q (3411 n. roadway) "jews on the ig screen:
understanding new israeli film & television" jewish political studies review judeo-persian communities
... - among the small community of scholars who deal with the history of iranian jews, houman sarshar has a
well known and respected name. in addition to his significant contribution to the center for iranian jewish oral
history (cijoh), ... the bible and the talmud, jewish interaction with other religions, and biographies. in addition,
the volume ... brooklyn, ny 11230 home 718-258-2024 office 212-960-5293 ... - talmud/iranian context,
article for new yearbook of encyclopedia judaica (invited and submitted), 2500 words. “tsadok ha-kohen of
lublin,” entry for yivo encyclopedia of eastern europe (invited and submitted).
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